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ABSTRACT 

THE EFFECT OF VIBRATION AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY 
ON THE REACTION DYNAMICS OF THE Hz+ + H2 SYSTEM 

Scott L. Anderson,a F. A. Houle,b D. Gerlich,c 
and Y. T. Lee 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

and 

Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

r~arch 1981 

LBL-11976 

A new experimental technique combining molecular beams, photo-

ionization, and guided beam ion optics has been used to study several 

isotopic H2+ + H2 reactions. The technique is described. By using 

this method we are able to observe the effects of both reagent 

translational and vibrational energy. Cross sections are reported 

for charge transfer, H3+ formation. and collision induced dissocia

tion. Evidence is seen for competition between the channels, charge 

hopping in the reaction entrance channel, potential energy surface 

hopping, reaction on excited potential surfaces, and isotopic 

scrambling. A model for the reaction which takes into account the 

multi-surface nature of the system seems to explain the results 

satisfactory. 

aNational Science Foundation Graduate Fellow. 
bPresent Address: IBM Research Laboratory, 5600 Cottle Road, San Jose, 

California 95193. 
cPermanent Address: Fakultaet fur Physik, der Universitaet, Freiburg, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
+ + The reaction Hz + H2 ~ H3 + H has been extensively 

studied over the years. The interest in this reaction stems partly 

from its importance in interstellar1 and atmosphericz chemistry, 

and partly because of its suitability for rigorous theoretical treat

ment. Experimentally it has been studied by crossed beam, 3 mass 

spectrometric, 4 merged beam, 5•6 photoionization, 7 ICR, 8 and 

ion beam-gas ce11 9 techniques. The experiments have provided a 

reasonably clear picture of the gross reaction dynamics. The reaction 

is exoergic by 1.7 eV and, contrary to early speculation, appears to 

proceed almost entirely by a direct mechanism3•5 without any observ

able barrier. 5•6 Studies of (Hz)z photoionization in our labora-
+ tory also indicate that H4 is indeed unstable with respect to 

H; + H, demonstrating the lack of a barrier to reaction. 10 

The reaction cross section is very large (ca. 100 AZ) at thermal 

energies, and falls off rapidly with increasing collision energy. 5•6 

In the available experimental work, there are two observations 

that indicate the existence of complexities in this apparently simple 

reaction. 
+ + . + 

In the Hz +Hz ~ H3 + H react1on, H3 may in principle, 

be formed by proton or H atom transfer mechanisms. The proton transfer 
+ involves breaking the Hz bond (Do ~ Z.6 eV), while H atom trans-

fer requires Hz neutral bond rupture (Do ~ 4.5 eV). One might expect 

that the two channels would have very different dynamics, and in 

particular, that proton transfer would predominate. In trajectory 

calculations by Muckerman 11 it is found in fact, that only proton 
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transfer occurs. Experimentall~ by using isotopic substitution, it is 

found that products corresponding to both nominal H atom and proton 

transfer reactions occur with comparable cross sections and similar 

dynamics. 3•5 This appears to be the consequence of extensive charge 

transfer between the reagents. 3•5•11 

Secondly, in pioneering work by Chupka, et al., 7 and more recently 

by Koyano and Tanaka, 12 using photoionization to prepare vibrationally 
+ state selected H2, it is observed that at low collision energies 

(Ecm < 1 eV), H; formation is inhibited by vibrational excitation 
+ of the H2 reagent, and that at higher energies, there is some vibra~ 

tional enhancement. These two aspects of the reaction have been linked 

to the interaction of several potential energy surfaces. 3•13 

There have been a number of good calculations of the H; ground 

state potential energy surface (PES). 14 These calculations show 
+ + quite clearly the absence of a barrier for the H2 + H2 ~ H3 + H 

reaction, thus supporting the experimental observation of direct react·ion 
+ dynamics. If it exists at all, H4 appears to be stable only as a 

+ weakly bound H3 •.•• H complex in the PES exit channel, but not as 
+ H2·H2• There have also been DIM (diatomics~in~molecules) calcula-

tions by Krenos et a1. 3 and Stine and Muckerman. 13 This work shows 

that there is considerable interaction between the ground and excited 

PES 1 s, and in particular there are a number of avoided crossings. These 

not only distort the ground state surface, but allow the possibility of 

repeated surface hoppings. opening up a number of excited pathways for 

reaction. 
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This set of interacting PES's allows an explanation of the above 

mentioned experimental observations. + Consider two sets of H2 + H2 
isotopic reagents, H; + o2 and o; + H2, which are just the two 

+ reagent charge states of the (H2+o2) system. Assuming that reaction 

is exclusively by proton transfer, different triatomic ions will be 

produced from the two sets of reagents: 
+ + 

H
2 

+ 02 ? o
2
H + H 

+ + 
0

2 
+ H

2 
? H

2
0 + D 

At infinite reagent separation, the two reagent charge states are 

described by two different potential energy surfaces, which cross at 

points where the ion and neutral bond lengths are equal. 3, 14 As the 

reagents approach, however, the surface crossing becomes avoided, and 

the two sets of reagents correspond simply to two different entrance 

valleys on the ground PES. The barrier between the two decreases with 

decreasing reagent separation, until at ~s-10 bohr the barrier becomes 

smaller than the reagent zero point energy. At this point rapid 
+ + interconversion (charge hopping) between H2 + o2 and o2 + H2 

+ may occur. This would also allow production of both the o2H 
+ and H2o product ions from each set of reagents, explaining the 

experimenta 1 similarity of the nomina 1 "atom" and "proton" transfer 

reactions. The charge hopping is induced by reagent vibration, 

and the mixing of the two reagent charge status might be 

expected to be somewhat dependent on reagent vibrational state. 
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Krenos et a1. 3 also suggested an explanation for the vibrational 
+ inhibition of the formation of H3 at low collision energies. They 

suggest that reagent vibration promotes hopping of the system from the 
+ 2 ground surface (H 2( L

9
)+H2) to the first excited surface 

(H;( 2Lu)+H2). Since DIM calculations show a large barrier 

to reaction on the excited surface, this hopping decreases reaction 

probability. 

It appears that due to the multiple surface nature of the H; 

system, the detailed reaction dynamics including reagent charge transfer 

and surface hopping are likely to be strongly influenced by reagent 

vibration. Unfortunately, in all existing experiments with the exception 

of the photoionization studies, 7' 11 the H; reagent is prepared 

using electron bombardment. This populates an approximately Franck~Condon 

distribution of vibrational states3•5•6 which ranges from v = 0 up to 

the H; dissociation limit (ca. v = 16), with a peak at v = 2. 15 

Thus it is possible that the dynamics observed in the crossed3 and 

merged beam5•6 experiments may reflect greater involvement with all 

accessible potential energy surfaces than would occur for reagents in 

their ground vibrational state. In particular. charge exchange and the 

involvement of excited potential surfaces may be much more important. 

Previous photoionization work by Chupka~ 7 et al. and Koyano and 

Tanaka12 has provided interesting data on vibrational effects in the 
+ 

Hz + Hz reaction over a kinetic energy range of 0-1 eV. Above -1 

eV experimental complications in the use of a single chamber for ion 

production and reaction have allowed only qualitative data to be 
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obtained. Also, their single chamber arrangement makes it difficult to 

use isotopic substitution to distinguish between different initial reagent 
+ + charge states leading to the same products (e.g.,DzH from Hz+ o2 and 

+ 
Dz +Hz). It would be especially desirable to extend the measurement of the 

effects of reagent vibration and collision energy on other channels, 

and interchannel branching ratios for various isotopic systems. This 

detailed mapping of the reaction vibrational and translational energy 

dependence certainly would yield some dynamical insight, and in par-

ticular, would provide a very sensitive test of any theoretical 
+ 

modelling of the scattering of Hz +Hz. 

We have recently completed construction of an apparatus which allows 

the study of the vibrational and translational energy dependence of ion 

molecule reaction cross sections at high resolution. Since H; + H2 

is an ideal system, we have elected to start with it. This paper reports 

the design of our apparatus and our results on triatomic ion production, 

charge exchange and collision induced dissociation in the H~ system. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

A schematic of the apparatus, which consists of a photo ionization 

source, radio frequency beam guide ion optics and an ion detector, is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

In order to control the internal energy of reagent ion, ions are 

formed by photoionization. In general, photoionization allows control 

of the maximum internal energy of the ion. In many cases (e.g, NO, 

NH 3, Ar) 16 it is possible to prepare ions with well characterized 

distributions of internal states, and to study the reactions of individ~ 

dual states by difference techniques. The best case is Hz photo

ionization, where it is possible to prepare single vibrational states 

with high purity. This is possible because the Hz photoionization is 

dominated by very strong vibrational autoionization, with little direct 

ionization as shown by Dehmer and Chupka. 17 

The source of vacuum UV photons is a 9" capillary discharge lamp. 

Depending on the photon wavelength desired, we use either a d.c. dis

charge in Hz (900-1650 A), or in the present case, a pulsed discharge 

in helium (700-900 A). The wavelength is selected by a 1 m near normal 

incidence monochromator (McPherson Z25) set to 4 A resolution. The 

light beam emerges from the collimating slit of the monochromator, and 

passes into the ionization chamber. 

The neutral hydrogen molecules are formed into a molecular beam, 

collimated. and passed through the ionization chamber. The photon and 

molecular beams intersect inside the ion guide in a volume roughly 2 mm 

in diameter and 1 em high. The use of a molecular beam to create a 
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small volume of high density (>10-4 torr) gas in a chamber evacuated 

to -lo-7 torr is essential--this avoids extensive ion-molecule 

reaction in the ion source. In addition, the ions produced are 

translationally cold. The molecular beam is tilted 15° from the 

vertical to allow the ions to be more easily formed into a beam along 

the direction of the ion guide. The combination of molecular beams and 

photoionization is an exceptionally clean'but inefficient ion source 

due to limited photon intensity. Typically ion beam intensities are 

less than 2 x 104 ions/second. In order to efficiently use the ions, 

and maintain a narrow translational energy spread, we have employed the 

guided beam method18 of Teloy and Gerlich. The ion guides are con

structed of eight 1/8 11 molybdenum rods, symmetrically spaced around the 

circumference of a one inch diameter cylinder. Alternate poles (or rods) 

are connected to opposite phases of an rf oscillator circuit (30 Mhz). 

The effect is to set up a cylindrically symmetric effective potential 

which confines the ions to the inner -1 em of the guide. The effective 

potential of the octopole field is of the form 

where V
0 

and ware the peak voltage and frequency of the rf, R is 

the distance from the octopo1e axis, and m is the mass of the ion. 

This effective potential has very steep repulsive walls, close to the 

ideal case, a square well. Thus the rf trap behaves as an ion guide 
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or pipe. The guided beam technique is slightly more difficult to 

construct than conventional de ion optics, but it has several major 

advantages, The most important of these is that none of the ions 

formed are lost in transit from source to reaction chamber. It is 

possible to achieve 100 percent transmission without resorting to 

typical accelerating~decelerating ion lens systems which tend to 

destroy the ion beam energy resolution. 

time-of-flight, is smaller than 50 meV. 

Our beam spread, measured by 

Another advantage is that the 

octopoles effectively shield low energy ions from stray fields, and to 

some extent reduce sensitivity of the beam to contact potentials. 

Evidence for this is that an ion beam can be generated at energies 

down to a few tenths of an electron volt. Furthermore, the beam 

energy has been found to drift only -200 meV over several months of 

continuous operation. The ion guide is broken into segments at joints 

(J;), to allow control of the ion translational energy by application 

of independent DC potentials to each segment. To avoid problems with 

injecting ions into the guide, the ions are formed inside the first 

segment of the guide. Since the vertical exit slit of the monochromator 

results in a oblong ionization volume, this first segment has been 

expanded by additon of 4 poles to produce an ova·! 12~pole geometry. 

This insures that the ions will all be produced in the field-free center 

of the ion guide. The next segment is shaped and DC-biased in order to 

form the ions into a beam, collinear to the guide axis. It also trans

forms the guide to the normal cylindrical 8-pole geometry. In the third, 
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long guide segment the ions pass through a differential pumping wall, 

enter the reaction chamber, and are accelerated to the desired collision 

energy at J3• 

Ion-molecule reactions can be carried out in two modes. For high 

collision energy resolution, experiments can be performed by passing a 

supersonic molecular beam of the neutral reactant through the octopole 

(Beam Source 2). Because of the narrow angular and translational energy 

spread of the neutral beam, the collision energy spread under these 

conditions is almost entirely due to the energy spread (< 50 meV) and 

transverse velocity component of the ion beam. The equivalent spread of 

transverse energy is only -10 meV, thus the high resolution arrangement 

gives approximately 60 meV fwhm laboratory collision energy spread. The 

signal intensity is extremely low (< 1 cps), and measurements lasting 

several hundred hours are required. 

Lower resolution experiments can be carried out by guiding the ion 

beam through a scattering cell, which is the experimental arrangement 

used for the data reported here. Gas pressures are kept low enough to 

ensure that at most -s% of the ion beam reacts. Beam-gas experiments 

have inherently lower kinetic energy resolution because of the thermal 

motion of the target gas. The resolution when the ion beam energy 

spread is negligible has been shown to be19 
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where m is the ion mass~ M is the mass of the target gas~ and Ecm is 

the nominal center of mass collision energy. Because the ion guides are 

heated to maintain cleanliness, the target gas temperature is -400"K. 

+ At this temperature~ the kinetic energy spread for H
2 

+ o
2 

is 

(0.13 Ecm) 112 eV. 

In either the beam-beam or beam-gas modes, all reactions occur 

inside the ion guide, ensuring confinement of all product ions. The 

effective potential and DC bias of the ion guide prevents escape of the 

ions in any direction except toward the detector. Thus the beam guides 

guarantee total product collection, regardless of collision energy, 

reaction dynamics, vibrational states, etc. This eliminates one of the 

most serious sources of dynamical bias in product detection that is 

common in this type of experiment, especially at low laboratory energies. 

At the exit from the octopole, conventional electrostatic lenses 

extract the ions, accelerate them to 70 eV, and inject them into a quadru-

le mass filter, which selects the ion of interest. Transmission losses 

are quite small as can be assessed by observation of a negligible increase 

in ion signal when the mass spectrometer is switched from the primary ion 

mass to the non~mass selective mode. After mass selection~ the ions are 

counted by a Daly detector. 20 This consists of a negative high voltage 

target which emits electrons on ion impact, and a scintillator-PMT 

combination which detects the electrons repelled from the ion target. 

Measurements of detection efficiency versus target voltage were carried 

out for all the ion masses in this experiment, It was found that the 

efficiency saturated for all masses at ion target voltages larger than 
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40 kV. This is assumed to be near unit detection efficiency. All 

experiments were performed at this voltage. 

The data presented here have been obtained under computer control in 

two different modes, In one of these, the ionizing photon wavelength is 

kept fixed while the ion kinetic energy is varied. typically from 0-10 eV 

in 0 1 eV steps. The other mode involves scanning the monochromator at 

fixed ion kinetic energy. The wavelength step size is chosen such that 

the same set of wavelengths is used in both the variable energy and 

variable wavelength experiments. It is for these photon energies that 
+ vibrational distributions of H2 have been estimated, as will be 

described later. In both modes cross sections are determined in the 

following manner. Since the scattering cell is not sealed, gas leakage 

establishes a constant background pressure of the neutral reagent through-

out the reaction chamber, allowing some reactions to take place outside 

the scattering cell. This background signal is corrected for by measuring 

product ion intensities first with the scattering cell pressurized to 
~4 -10 torr, as measured by a Baratron capacitance manometer, the 

resulting background pressure being ~z x 10~6 torr, then with the 

scattering cell empty and the reaction chamber filled to the same 

background pressure. Subtraction of the two measurements gives the 

product ion intensity resulting from reactions in the scattering cell 

itself (S). Measurement of the unattenuated primary beam intensity, 1
0

, 

the target gas density, n, and knowledge of the length of the scattering 

cell, L, allow calculation of the absolute reaction cross section 
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s 
according to the relation a - ------ Ion intensities as a function of ~ I

0
nL 

energy or wavelength are scanned repetitively until the desired signal to 

noise ratio is obtained. Typical experiments last 8~15 hours each. 

The cross sections from both types of measurements are compared, and 

usually agree to within ±5%. Having both types of information allows 

correction for any small systematic errors, and identification of bad data. 

Thus it is possible to obtain cross sections accurate in both their colli~ 

sion energy and wavelength (vibrational state) dependence. 

These data can then be deconvoluted using the vibrational state dis-

tribution generated at each ionization energy in order to obtain cross 

sections as a function of pure vibrational state. The relevant distribu~ 

tions can be obtained for many molecules by analysis of step structure in 

their photoionization spectra combined with Franck~Condon factors from 

photoelectron spectroscopy. However, for H2, because of the domination 

of autoionization near the threshold, it is possible to estimate the state 

distribution for H; from high resolution photoionization spectra of 

H2• In Hz autoionization, ionization occurs~ where possible, by a 

~v = 1 process, and even when autoionization is only possible by a ~v > 1 

process, the ions are still formed predominately (>75 percent) in the 

highest possible vibrational state. 21 Thus, tuning the photon energy to 
+ + 

excite states which are between the H2 (v = n) and Hz (v = n+1) 
+ ionization limits produces mainly Hz in the v=n state. To obtain the 

actual H; vibrational distributions as a function of photon energy 

it is necessary to take into account both autoionization and direct 

ionization contributions. The very high resolution H; spectrum17 
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of Dehmer and Chupka was used to estimate the ratio of direct to 
+ 

autoionization at the photon energies used for H2 production. 

Franck~Condon factors obtained by photoelectron spectroscopy15 

provide an estimate of the vibrational state distributions from direct 

ionization. These are combined with the autoionization contribution 

(assumed to yield the highest possible v state), to obtain the 

distributions shown in Table 1. The same procedure was used for o2, 

except that since no high resolution photoionization spectra have 

appeared for it in the literature, the direct/autoionization ratios 

determined for H2 were used. 

The rotational distribution of the ions is not selected. It 

consists of J = 0 to 4, and with our photon band width, the distribution 

cannot vary significantly from vibrational state to vibrational state. 

Chupka7 has shown that any rotational effects on the reaction cross 
+ sections for H2 + H2 are small (<10%). 

There are several sources of error which could affect the accuracy 

of the absolute cross sections reported here. The uncertainty in the 

gas pressure distribution along the length of the scattering cell and 

in the pressure measurement, limits the absolute accuracy to~ ±25%. 

Nevertheless, our data are in good agreement with those from other 

sources. 5' 7' 12 Reproducibility of the data is very high (within 5%) 

and thus the relative error in the present work is actually much lower 

than the absolute error. A less quantifiable error is introduced by 

the vibrational state distributions listed in Table 1. The values are 

best estimates only, and since they are used to subtract reaction 
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contributions from lower states from the cross sections obtained for 

higher states~ any errors present are propagated through the whole data 

set. However, the relatively high vibrational state purity at each 

wavelength (ranging from 100% to 50%) tends to minimize the effect of 

such a propagation. Furthermore, all of the variations in reaction 

cross sections with vibrational state were evident in the raw data, and 

merely enhanced by the unfolding procedure. 
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I I I. RESULTS 
+ Several processes are possible in the H2 + H2 system: 

+ 
H3 formation, collision~induced dissociation, and charge transfer. 

Although the present experiments focus on the reactive channel, limited 

data were also obtained for the collision~induced dissociation and 

charge transfer channels in order to investigate competition between 

these processes. 

A. Triatomic ion production, 

Cross sections have been measured for the reactions: 

( 1) 

( 2) 

+ The other reaction product, DH2 can not be distinguished mass 
+ spectrometrically from o2 which 

+ d . + H2 + o2 an the reagent 1n o2 + 

is the charge transfer product in 

H2• In both cases the 

collision energy was varied from Ecm = 0 to 6 eV, and the ion 

vibrational state from v = 0 to 4. A typical example of raw data for 

reaction 1 is shown in Fig. 2. The cross section falls rapidly with 

collision energy, as expected for an exoergic ion~molecule reaction. 

Since all the cross sections measured for reactions 1 and 2 have the 

same gross shape, they have been plotted in Fig, 3 in a way that 

emphasizes the effects of reagent vibration, For selected collision 
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energies (right margins)~ cross sections for ion vibrational states 0~4 

are compared for (1) and (2). Results of both wavelength and kinetic 

energy scans were used to obtain these data. 
+ + For H2 + o2 7 o2H + H, the nominal proton transfer 

reaction, vibrational energy inhibits reaction at low collision energy~ 

but enhances it at energies above -1.4 eV. 
+ o2H + H 11 atom" transfer reaction there is essentially no vibra·-

tional effect at low energies, substantial vibrational enhancement from 

Ecm ~ 1 to 3 eV, and a sharp, vibrational energy dependent fall off 

at energies greater than 3 eV. 

The earlier observations7•12 of vibrational inhibition of the 
+ + H2 + H2 7 H3 + H reaction at low collision energy are 

compatible with the sum of the "proton~~ transfer and "atom" transfer 
+ reactions, since both lead to H3 product. Here 11 proton" and 

"atom11 transfer are being used only as labels for the two reactions, 

and do not imply anything about the microscopic dynamics of the 

reactions. 

At a given Ecm• the relative error in the cross sections for 

different vibrational states ranges from -±0.5 A2 at low Ecm to 

-±0.25 A2 at the highest Ecm· Since the cross sections fall quite 

rapidly with increasing Ecm' this decrease in absolute error actually 

constitutes an increase in percent error. Thus for example, the 

oscillatory behavior at 0.77 eV for the atom transfer channel at 

0.77 eV is real. while that at 4.1 eV probably is not. The relationship 

of the data at different values of Ecm' was taken from scans of E em 
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for fixed vibrational states. This error is also -±0.25 A2, except at 

the very lowest energy, where problems with transmission of the slow 

primary and product ions may cause errors as large as ±1,5 A2• Rela-

tive error in comparison of the two sets of internally consistent data 

for reactions 1 and 2, arises from the difference in the ratio of reagent 

ion mass to target mass. This introduces a possibility of error in 

defining the zero of the CM energy scale for reactions 1 and 2, which in 

turn introduces an error in comparing cross sections at a given Ecm· 

Due to the shape of the cross section, this effect is worst at low Ecm 

(±1,5 A2), and is negligible at energies above -2 eV. 

B. Collision Induced Dissociation 

Because of possible interplay between CID and the chemical reaction 

channels at higher collision energies, we have studied the effects of 
+ 

vibrational and collision energy on CID in o2 + HD. This isotopic 

combination was chosen so that dissociation of the primary ion and the 

dissociation of secondary ions formed by charge exchange could be distin

guished. Figures 4 and 5 show the cross sections obtained for 0+ and 

+ d . H pro uct1on. The thresholds shift to lower energy with increasing 

vibrational state, as expected, and there is sharp rise from threshold, 

followed by a leveling off at Ecm- 5 eV. The thresholds are consis-
+ tent with the dissociation energy of o2 (2.69 eV) when consideration 

is made of the broadening in the Ecm distribution induced by target gas 

motion. The curves shown result from averaging of the raw data, which 

was taken at 0.1 eV laboratory energy intervals, and subtraction of a 

small background signal which results from reactions of hot ions created 
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by photoelectron bombardment in the ion source. The magnitude of this 

background corresponds to a cross section of 0.15~ and that is also the 

magnitude of the estimated probable relative error. 
+ + 

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the D production to the H production. 

Although there are large variations in the ratio as a function of o; 
reagent vibrational state at low energies, for energies above 5 eVj where 

the cross sections level off, the ratio is 3 within experimental error. 

This is just the ratio of D atoms to H atoms in the reagents. We have also 
+ measured cross sections for CID of H2 + o2• Here we can only measure 

+ . + + the H production channel s1nce D cannot be distinguished from H2. 

It is interesting to note that the H + production cross sections have a 

magnitude which is 2/3 that of + production + the D cross sections in o2 
+ HD. This suggests that CID is relatively free of isotope effects at high 

energy, and that the various isotopic ions are produced with equal proba

bility. Our results are at variance with those of Futrell et a1. 22 who 
+ . + failed to observe H production 1n CID of D2 + HD. 

C. Charge Transfer (CT) 

Figure 7 shows our measured cross section for the reaction 
+ + o2 (v = 0) + H2 7 o2 + H2• The cross section is large, 

and relatively independent of collision energy, except at very low 

energies. CT cross sections are difficult to measure in this experi-
+ mental arrangement because the H2 product ions are produced with 

little laboratory kinetic energy. These slow ions can then react with 

the H2 in the scattering cell to form H;. In principle one can 

obtain the correct charge transfer cross section by merely adding the 
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mass 2 and mass 3 production cross sections. In practice there are two 
+ additional problems. One is the contamination of the o2 ion beam 

+ with approximately 2 percent HD • Because our charge transfer cross 

sections are sensitive only to the net change in the mass 2 plus mass 3 

ion intensity when the scattering cell is filled, only the reaction 
+ + 

HD + H2 * DH2 + H has an effect (negative) on the cross 

section. 0 + S1nce the HD is only 2 percent of the reagent beam, and 

reagent ion attenuation is only 5 percent, and only one of the three 
0 + maJOr HD + H2 reactions has any net effect; the error introduced 

is small and we have not made any corrections for it, 

A more serious problem is that some of the scattering gas (H 2), 
+ diffuses back into the ionization chamber and contaminates the o2 

0 + + 0 beam w1th -4% H2• Since reactions of H2 w1th H2 only yield mass 2 

and 3, and the CT cross section is only sensitive to net change in n/e 

2 and 3 signal when the scattering cell is filled. This component 

would have no effect on the measured CT cross sections as long as there 

is no change in the H; primary ion intensity when the scattering 

cell is filled. Unfortunately, filling the cell sends an effusive beam 

of H2 into the ionizer. Because of the large separation (-50 em) 

between the scattering cell and the ionizer, this only increases the 
+ H2 intensity by -3 percent (of 4 percent). We have corrected for 

this small but significant artifact by turning off the o2 molecular 
+ beam and measuring the H2 production and attenuation cross 

+ sections, which are then subtracted from the o2 + H2 CT cross 

section. Because this procedure is very time consuming, we have only 
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+ carefully measured the CT cross section for o2 v = 0. However, 

comparison of uncorrected cross sections indicates very little effect 
+ of reagent ion vibration on o2 + H2 charge transfer. Similar 

+ 
behavior is seen in H2 + o2 CT. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
+ 

One of the most interesting features of the D2H production 
+ + 

cross sections (Fig. 3) in reaction of Hz + o2 and Dz + H2 

is the similarity between them. At low collision energy, the magnitudes 

of the 11 proton 11 and 11 atom 11 transfer reactions are very similar. Even 

more striking is the similarity of the pronounced vibrational effects 

in the energy range around 2 eV, which suggests that the two reactions 

may proceed through a common mechanism. This result is certainly con~ 
' 

sistant with the idea of rapid charge hopping in the reaction entrance 

channel, 3,13 which was discussed in the introduction. Reaction then 

. f 11 d . . + proceeds v1a proton trans er, pro uc1ng e1ther D2H + H, or 
+ DH 2 + D, depending on the reagent charge state at the time of 

reaction. It appears that this charge hopping is quite facile, even 

for ground vibrational ate reagents. The idea of efficient, long 

range charge hopping is certainly supported by the large, translational 
. + energy independent cross sect1on for o2(v = 0) + Hz charge 

transfer (Fig. 7). The 20 A2 cross section implies an average range 

for the CT process of -2.5 A, or -3.5 A if we allow for the possibility 

of multiple charge hops. This behavior is in good agreement with the 

calculations of Krenos et a1. 3 which show that charge hopping becomes 

likely at reagent separations -4 A. A prediction of Stine and 

Muckerman13 that net CT of ground vibrational state reagents would be 

unlikely due to competition with the reactive channel appears to be 

correct only at collision energies below 0.2 eV. The decrease in CT 

cross section at low collision energies~ which we see for all reagent 
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ion vibrational states, is almost certainly due to this competition, 

but the competition is not sufficient to eliminate CT altogether. 

Although our data indicates extensive interconversion between the 
+ + H2 + o2 and o2 + H2 charge states, there remain differences in 

. + the product1on of o2H from them. At very low collision energy, the 
+ + reaction H2 + o2 ~ o2H + H shows vibrational inhibition, while on 

+ + the other hand o2H formation from o2 + H2, which has a similar 

cross section, shows no vibrational effect. 

the reaction is supressed by vibrational energy at low collision 

energy. 7•12 Krenos et a1. 3 suggested that the inhibition results 

from a vibrationally enhanced probability of hopping to the first 

excited PES. Since there is a barrier to reaction on this excited PES, 

collisions on it are nonreactive at low collision energies, and thus 

vibrationally enhanced surface hopping would lead to vibrational in

hibition of the reaction at low collision energies. This vibrationally 

enhanced surface hopping would be expected to result in vibrational 
+ + + 

inhibition of both the H2 + o2 and o2 + H2 ~ o2H + H reactions. 

In order to explain the observed vibrational pattern, other effects 

must be considered. 

H; + o2 forms o2H+ simply by proton transfer. But the formation 
+ + of o2H from o2 + H2, at least at low energies when other reaction 

mechanisms are inefficient, must proceed by a charge transfer~proton 

transfer mechanism. Since charge hopping between the two reagent 

charge states is vibrationally induced, 3•14 one might expect that 

the H; + 02 ~ o2H+ + H reaction would show vibrational inhibition 
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+ 
with concomitant vibrational enhancement of H2D production, while 

+ + o2 + H2 ~ o2H + H would be vibrationally enhanced at the expense of 
+ 

the H2o channel. The similarity in magnitude of the low energy reaction 
+ + cross sections for the H2 + o2 and o2 + H2 charge states suggests 

that this charge transfer is very efficient at mixing the reagent 

charge states. This would result in there being only a small residual 
+ . + vibrational inhibition in o2H format1on from H2 + o2 and a small 

+ enhancement for o2 + H2• Combining these two possible effects may 

explain the observed behavior. 

is vibrationally inhibited by both surface hopping and charge transfer 

resulting in appreciable net vibrational inhibition. 
+ o2H + H reaction on the other hand. is vibrationally inhibited by 

surface hopping and vibrationally enhanced by charge transfer. If the 

magnitudes of the two opposing effects are similar. they would cancel 

and no vibrational effect would be observed. 

Hopping to an upper PES may also explain why both reactions show 

a strong vibrational enhancement in the intermediate collision energy 

range (1 to 3 eV). It may be that the system hops to the first 

excited PES as discussed above~ but now has sufficient collision 

energy to surmount the barrier to reaction on the upper surface. If 

the excited PES reaction mechanism is more efficient than the ground 

state reaction~ then we would expect to see net vibrational 

enhancement. If this mechanism is responsible for the observed 

enhancement, our data would yield a value of ~1 eV for the barrier. 
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As the collision energy increases above 1 eV the magnitude of the 
. + + cross sect1on of o2 + H2 ~ o2H + H (atom transfer) reaction 

+ + begins to drop below that of the H2 + o2 ~ o2H eV (proton 

transfer) reaction, as shown in Figs. 3 and 8. Up to about Ecm = 3 eV 

the translational energy dependence and vibrational effects are very 

similar for both the "proton 11 and 11 atom 11 transfer cross sections, with 

simply a slow decrease in the relative magnitude of the 11 atom transfer 11 

cross section. Above Ecm "" 3 eV the decrease in relative cross sec~ 
+ + 

+ H ( 11 atom transfer") reaction tion of the o2 + H2 ~ D2H 

becomes much faster. Then at Ecm -5 eV the fall off stabilizes, 

Over this same energy range, the vibrational effect on the 11 atom 

transfer 11 reaction changes from enhancement to strong inhibition, while 
+ for the H2 + o2 ( 11 proton transfer 1

•) reaction the enhancement is 

only weakened. 
+ It seems likely that the initial slow fall off of the o2 + 

+ . + H2 ~ o2H + H cross section relat1ve to the H2 + o2 

reaction is due simply to a breakdown of the entrance channel charge 

hopping which effectively mixes the two reagent charge states at low 

energy. Since proton transfer appears to be the dominant reaction 

mechanism at least at low collision energies, this breakdown would 
+ + 

decrease the amount of o2H formed from o2 + H2 reagents, 

The fact that the CT cross sections (Fig. 7) remain large at high 

collision energies suggests that the breakdown of efficient charge 

hopping occurs only for the small impact parameter collisions which 

lead to reactive scattering. 
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While this breakdown mechanism is no doubt partly responsible for 
+ + + 

the large difference between the H2 + o2 ~ o2H + H and 0 
+ + H2 ~ o2H + H reactions at energies above 3 eV~ there seems 

to be another effect which is important. FromE = 3 to 5 eV, em 
+ + the o2 + H2 ~ o2H + H cross sections show a pronounced, 

vibrationally enhanced fall-off. This fall-off then stabilizes at 

energies above 5 eV. This general shape is very similar to what is 

observed for the 
. + 

(Fig. 4,5). This CID cross sect1ons for 02 + HD 

strongly suggests that competition between D2H 
+ product formation 

and CID is occurring. + Over the same energy range the H2 + o2 ~ 
+ o2H + H reaction cross section also shows a decrease in the degree 

of vibrational enhancement, some competition with CID is again 

suggested in this case. 

Ourup and Ourup23 have studied CIO of o; + o2, and suggested 

that CID occurs through a long lived intermediate. Our results on CID of 

o; + HO and H; + o2 show that in all cases CID is strongly 

vibrationally enhanced. Also, comparison of the results of H+ and D+ 
. + + . + 

format1on from o2 + HO and H format1on from H2 + o2 yields 

two important observations. First, of the four hydrogen (deuterium) 

atoms in the reactants, each one is equally likely to emerge as the 

detected proton (deuteron) at higher collision energies. This is 
+ . 

shown for o2 + HO in F1g. 6. For Ecm below 5 eV~ the ratio 

depends strongly on the reagent ion vibrational state~ while above 

5 eV, the D+:H+ ratio is just 3 ± 0.5~ for all o; reagent 

vibrational states. This is just the D atom:H atom ratio in 
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the reagents. + . 
In addition, H product1on cross section in CID of 

+ + 
H2 + o2 are very similar in shape to those for o2 + HD and 

+ . + the magnitudes are just 2/3 those for 0 product1on from o2 + HD 

which is again the ratio of H atoms in the two systems. This suggests 

that. at least at high collision energies, CID proceeds by a mechanism 

in which the reagent mass ratio is unimportant, and which randomizes 

the outcome of the dissociation. This certainly suggests that CIO 

proceeds through some sort of intermediate, in which all four atoms 

involved become equivalent. 

There are a number of possible mechanisms for the isotopic 

scrambling which is observed in our CID results. One possibility is 
+ that during those o2 + HD collisions which eventually lead to CIO, 

+ a fleeting o3H species is formed which lives long enough for 
+ 

isotopic scrambling to occur. Isotopic scrambling in the o3H 

could occur either by nuclear motion or by an electronic rearrangement 

in which all four atoms and bonds become equivalent. Another mechanism 
+ + involves reaction to form a triatomic (02H ,03) product, which is intern~ 

ally excited enough to unimolecularly decompose, yielding net CIO. 
+ Other mechanisms such as direct dissociation of the o2 primary 

ion are hard to reconcile with both our and Ourup and Durup•s results. 
+ + For collision energies below 5 eV, the 0 :H production ratio 

+ 
in CID of o2 + H2 varies widely from the high energy value of 3. The 

variation is smooth with collison energy, but is very strongly 

dependent on o; reagent vibrational state (Fig. 6). This 

suggests that at collision energies near the CID threshold kinematic 

effects involving different isotopes and the variation in entrance 
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channel charge hopping with reagent vibrational state might be 

important. For example, if charge hopping between o; (v = 0) + HD is 

not efficient at small impact parameter, HD; will be the dominant product 

species, and further decomposition of some of the excited Ho;will qive a 
+ + . + . 

D /H rat1o of less than 3. On the other hand for o2 1n higher vibra-

tionally excited states, charge hopping might be fascile and produce 
+ + 

excited o3 and HD2 intermediates in a statistical ratio, But 

because of the mass ratio, o; is likely to contain higher excitation 

energy and a larger fraction of o; could dissociate and give a D+/H+ 

ratio of greater than 3. 

In any case, it is possible that at least part of the observed 

CID occurs through triatomic product decomposition, and thus 
+ competition between CID and D2H formation is not unreasonable. 

At high collision energies, both channels have similar magnitude cross 

sections, and both involve substantial rearrangement of the collision 

partners. 

Examination of Fig. 3 show that while the formation of D2H+ 
+ + 

product from both the H2 + o2 and o2 + H2 reagents is suppressed by 

reagent vibrational and collision energy to some extent, the effect is 
+ + much more dramatic for the o2 + H2 ~ o2H + H ( 11 atom transfer 11

) 

reaction. Part of this is no doubt due to the fact that the cross 

section for "atom transfer 11 is smaller than that for "proton 

transfer, 11 and thus appears to be more strongly effected by the 

competition with CID. The size of the differences in cross sections 

and vibrational effects between the two reactions suggest 
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+ however, that if competition between D2H formation and CID is the 
+ primary effect responsible for the differences, then o2H formed 

+ from o2 + H2 reagents must dissociate more than that formed from 
+ 

This suggests that o2H product is formed with different 

degrees of internal excitation depending on the starting reagents. 

This could be an kinematic effect. But since kinematic effects do not 

seem to be very important in CID, it seems more likely that at E em 
+ + 

greater than ~3 eV the Dz + Hz ~ DzH + H reaction proceeds at least 

in part, by a mechanism other than the low energy charge exchange-

proton transfer process. This second, high energy mechanism yields 

more 
+ 

excited DzH product which then dissociates with higher probabi-lity 

than + + D2H formed by proton transfer from H2 + o2 reagents. This high 

energy mechanism could include atom transfer or a number of excited 

PES reaction paths. If this is true, then if one could measure the 
+ + + H 0 production cross sections from Hz + o2 and o2 + Hz, the 1 arge 2 

depletion of product formation at collision energies above 3 eV, 
+ should appear in the Hz + Dz ~ 

+ H2D + D reaction. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Examination of the data presented here with previous work on the 
+ H4 system has provided new information and new insights into the 

detailed dynamics of this 11 Simple" chemical system. The present 

results add to the evidence for a direct mechanism for triatomic 
+ 

(H 3) ion formation. Extensive long range charge transfer is seen 

to be important. Evidence for both adiabatic and diabatic reactions 

has been discussed. A model for the reaction, which takes into 

account the multi-PES nature of the problem as well as competition 

between different reactive channels, seems to explain the experimental 

results satisfactorily. 

We have also shown that in contrast to neutral reactions where 

reagent vibration appears to be important primarily in surmounting the 

potential energy barrier to reaction; in ion-molecule systems, 

especially when reagent charge transfer is near resonant, reagent 

vibration is very important in influencing such effects as charge 
+ transfer and surface hopping. In the H4 system the electronic 

effects 1nduced by vibrational excitation overshadow the effect of 

enhanced nuclear motion. 

Our data has clearly shown the sensitivity of the vibrational 

dependence of reaction cross sections on the detailed nature of the 

reaction PES. It has been shown to be a useful probe for understanding 

multipotential energy effects like surface hopping and charge state 

mixing. It also has allowed us to examine the competition effects 

between triatomic ion formation and collision induced dissociation. 
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By examining the competition between reaction, CID, and charge 

transfer, we can infer something about the range of impact parameters 

which contribute to each process. As discussed previously, the large 

magnitude, collision energy independent cross section for charge 

transfer (Fig. 7) implies that this is a process which is effective 

even with a large impact parameter. At very low collision energies, 

the reaction cross section is quite large, leading to some competition 

with the charge transfer process which can be seen in Fig. 7. As the 

collision energy increases, the range of impact parameters leading to 

reaction becomes smaller, and reaction ceases to compete with CT, 

although in reactive collisions, CT may still occur at long range in 

the entrance channel. Above 3 eV the CID process begins to compete 

with reaction. Although, both processes occur at small impact 

parameters, comparison of Fig. 3-6 suggest that the competition is 

very complicated, with strong dependence on collision energy and 

vi ational state. This again indicates that the competition 

between product formation and collisional dissociation is not a simple 

branching of some common intermediates. There must be some basic 

difference in the nature of collisions leading to the two processes; 

perhaps orientation, or whether charge transfer occurred in the 

reaction entrance channel. 
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Many questions still remain concerning competition between 

various processes, excited state dynamics, etc. More detailed 

theoretical investigation will be required before the detailed 
+ 

reaction dynamics will be understood. The H4 system is clearly a 

useful paradigm for more complex multisurface problems, and the new 

detailed data available should provide a sensitive test for the 

development of new theoretical models. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 . Schematic of the apparatus. 

g. 2. Typical qua1Hy data. Upper trace is the transmission 

function of primary ions. two 1 ov.Jer ces are 

cross sections for D2H+ formation from H2+(v=0,4) + o2 . 

F·i g. 3. 
.J~ 

Vibrational and translational energy dependence of o2H' 

formation reactions. 

D+ + c:· 4. formation cross sect·ions from o2 ( v) + HD. I l 9 • 

Fig. 5. + formation sections from 
+ HD. H cross Dz + 

F·i g. 6. D+ H+ . :, rat1o in + CID of o2 + HD. 
+ 

F·i g. 7. D ( v=O) + H2 charge transfer cross section. 2 
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